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Abstract

Background: Few researchers have examined the effects of surf programs on children with disabilities. Due to previous research findings, surfing is being used, as the focus of physical activity intervention due to its numerous health and therapeutic benefits.

Objective/Hypothesis: The purpose of this study was to explore the effects of an eight-week surfing intervention on various physical fitness measures in 71 children with disabilities such as autism spectrum disorder, down syndrome, global developmental delays, and cerebral palsy. The study also sought to compare the differences in overall fitness levels between the surf therapy group and an unstructured pool playgroup. Researchers predicted significant differences in the surf therapy group.

Methods: The assessment procedure consisted of pre and post physical fitness measures selected from the Brockport Physical Fitness Test in two groups: surfing (n=71) and an unstructured aquatic program (n=20).

Results: The results demonstrated significant improvements in core strength (p = 0.00), upper body strength (p = 0.00), flexibility (p = 0.01) and cardiorespiratory endurance (p = 0.00) in the surfing group. However, there were no significant differences in overall fitness levels between the surfing and unstructured pool playgroups. Body composition measurements on the surfing group demonstrated a significant reduction in total body fat % (p = 0.016) and fat free mass (p = 0.008) and a significant improvement in bone mineral density (p = 0.004) pre to post surf therapy.
Conclusions: This research demonstrated the effectiveness and physiological benefits of surf therapy for children with selected disabilities.
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**Introduction**

Obesity is a public health concern\(^1\). The prevalence of obesity among U.S. youth aged 2-19 years is 17\% and therefore affects about 12.7 million youth and adolescents\(^2\). To lower the risk for this and other diseases, it is recommended that children, ages 6-17, accumulate 60 minutes or more of aerobic, muscle strengthening, and bone strengthening physical activity each day, and complete each type of physical activity three times a week\(^3\). Participation in sports and recreational activities also provide opportunities for these children that promote inclusion, minimize deconditioning, optimize physical functioning, and enhance overall well being\(^4\).

Unfortunately, children with sensory, intellectual and physical disabilities are three times more likely to have lower fitness levels and greater obesity than their typically developing peers\(^5,6\). This limited childhood participation puts them at greater risk for secondary health problems\(^7,8,9\) in adulthood such as: dyslipidemia, coronary artery disease, osteoporosis, and diabetes. Not only are opportunities to participate in fitness programs limited for children with disabilities; so is leisure, recreational and competitive sport pursuits\(^4,10,11\).

The sport of surfing has recently been introduced into the Olympics, and it is now a part of the physical education curriculum in California\(^12\) and Hawaii\(^13\). It became an official school sport in Hawaii in 2013\(^13\). Globally there are several surf programs offered to people with disabilities and our research team and others have examined the benefits of surfing for children with disabilities\(^14,15,16,17,18,19\). In addition, there are reports of social benefits. Surfing significantly altered an exercise-induced affect, with significant improvements reported for positive affect and tranquility, and significant reductions in negative affect and fatigue in a single 30-minute surfing bout\(^20\).
Results revealed surfers paddle 44% of the total time\textsuperscript{21}, followed by stationary periods (42%)\textsuperscript{21}. Heart rate (HR) measurements during surfing practice have been reported to average between 75% and 85% of the mean HR values measured during a laboratory based incremental arm paddling test in which peak VO\textsubscript{2} was measured\textsuperscript{22}. Measurements of surfing duration, average, and maximum HR were made on high school PE students over an 8-week period using heart rate monitors\textsuperscript{12} (Polar FTI). The average duration that these PE students participated in surfing during class was 61.7 ± 1.0 minutes. Stationary, paddling, wave riding, and miscellaneous activities comprised 42.7 ± 9.5, 36.7 ± 7.9, 2.9 ± 1.4, and 17.8 ± 11.4 percent of the surf session, respectively. The average and maximum HRs during these activities were 131.1 ± 0.9 b·min\textsuperscript{-1} and 177.2 ± 1.0 b·min\textsuperscript{-1}, respectively. These data suggest that high school students participating in surf PE attained HRs and durations that are consistent with recommendations for cardiovascular fitness. Overall, few researchers have examined the effects of surf programs on children with disabilities. Nonetheless, due to previous research findings, surfing is being used, as the focus of physical activity intervention due to its numerous health and therapeutic benefits.

The purpose of the present study was to examine the physiological effects of a surf therapy program on children with disabilities and compare surfing with structured pool play. Surfing programs for children with disabilities are gaining popularity, even though the benefits of these interventions have not been formally studied. This study provides a preliminary exploration of the benefits of ocean surfing in children with disabilities by assessing physiological improvements from the beginning to the end of the surf program. The following research questions were addressed:

RQ1. To what extent do children with disabilities improve their physical fitness upon completion of an 8-week surf program intervention?
RQ2. To what extent do children with disabilities who participate in a surfing intervention differ in physiological measures from their counterparts who participate in an unstructured or open-ended pool play program?

Methods

Participants

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Rhode Island on March 22, 2012 and was renewed each year. The participants were recruited from the University of Rhode Island Adapted Physical Education class, Special Olympics Rhode Island, and the local community. There was a wide range of children with disabilities recruited including: intellectual and learning disabilities, down syndrome, several autism spectrum disorders, microcephaly, global developmental delays, dandy-walker syndrome, heart defects, and hypothyroidism. Individuals interested in participating in the study were required to meet the inclusion criteria of being between 5 and 18 years, diagnosed with a developmental, sensory, and/or physical disability, categorized by disability levels as mild to severe by a parent and/or guardian report, cleared by a medical doctor, have an informed consent signed by their parent/guardian, and an assent form signed by the participant. The categories of disability levels were based on a modified version of the DSM-V to provide a more specific fit to the participants in the study by considering intellectual, emotional, physical and sensory aspects of each individual’s disability. Experts divide the types of cognitive impairment into four categories: mild intellectual disability, moderate intellectual disability, severe intellectual disability, and profound intellectual disability23. The current study utilized five categories: mild, mild/moderate, moderate, moderate/severe and severe/profound and as recommended by the DSM V, participants were placed in a category based on the type and amount of support needed during
the intervention. All participants in the programs were comfortable in the water. Knowing how to swim was not mandatory, the children had the option of wearing a life jacket. Attendance was taken at each session. To be included in the study, participants needed to have attended at least thirteen of the sixteen conducted sessions. Data were collected over 6 years (2012–2017). Each year, 15 to 50 children participated in the program with a total of 209 participants over 6 years. Most of the children (77%) participated in the program for multiple years (17% for 2 years, 16% for 3 years, 13% for 4 years, 7% for 5 years and 23% for all 6 years). Adding children who participated in multiple years presents statistical problems as it violates the independence assumption. Instead, we decided to select children who participated in 2017 first and then expanded the subject pool to include children who did not participate in 2017 but participated in earlier years. That way, each participant contributed only one year of data and the most recent year that they participated was included in the statistical analysis. Although data were collected for 6 years, this is not a longitudinal study that followed participants over multiple years. Six years of study data were used in order to have a larger sample size and greater statistical power, especially for participants in the unstructured pool group.

The final statistical sample included 91 participants, 71 participated in the surfing intervention and 20 participated in the unstructured pool play. The children engaged in unstructured free play with typical pool equipment and toys. We used self-selection to allow the participants to choose the activity (pool play or surfing) that they preferred. The decision as to which program the children participated in was entirely up to the parents and participants. The researchers found that some children did not enjoy the beach or ocean, the water was too cold, they did not like sand or waves and preferred the warmth and calm water of the pool.
To see the demographic differences between these two groups, we employed Fisher’s exact test of independence. This method provides a more accurate estimate than chi-square tests when each cell has a small N (less than 5)\(^{24}\). There were no significant differences observed in the surfing and unstructured pool groups based on gender (Fisher’s exact test=1.64, p=. 26), disability levels (Fisher’s exact test =15.092, p=0.206), and year (Fisher’s exact test =8.74, p=. 08). We also employed Independent sample Mann-Whitney U-tests for age, height and weight, and nonparametric procedures when the distribution was non-normal. There were no significant differences between the two groups in their average height (U=629, p=. 44), weight (U=592.5, p=. 26) and age (U=571, p=. 18). That is, participants in the surfing group were comparable to participants in the unstructured pool group in their gender ratio, severity of disabilities (mild to profound), year of participation (2012 - 2017), mean age, mean height and weight. A detailed description of the demographic characteristics of the participants is presented in Table 1 and Table 2.

**Design**

This was a research study with a causal-comparative research design that utilized pre and post fitness testing measurements (variables) in order to assess these interventions. Participants self-selected to either the surf or pool group. Random assignment to each treatment, a hallmark of experimental research, was not ethically plausible in this study. Moreover, this study did not include a control group with no exercise at all.. This design was chosen because the researchers noted the lack of opportunities for physical activity and recreation activities in this particular region in the United States. Several families depend on community program offerings from the university throughout the year to ensure healthy lifestyles and habits for their children.
The effects of the surf therapy on selected physical fitness measures were compared to an unstructured pool play experience. The fitness measures selected were from the Brockport Physical Fitness Test Manual\textsuperscript{25,26}. Those that were selected provided a measurement of cardiorespiratory endurance, flexibility, muscular strength, and muscle endurance. For participants in the surf group, we also examined body composition (% fat mass and fat free mass [FFM]) and bone mineral density.

**Measurements**

Multiple dependent variables of fitness were used for this study including: pushups (as a measure of upper body strength), curl-up (a measure of core body strength), 20m Pacer (a measure of aerobic capacity) and back saver sit and reach (a measure of lower body flexibility). Cronbach’s alpha shows all measures are reliable\textsuperscript{2,2}: sit and reach ($\alpha > 0.95$), 20 m pacer ($\alpha = 0.97$), pushup ($\alpha = 0.83$) and curlup ($\alpha = 0.82$). The measures used also have strong content and criterion related validity\textsuperscript{25,29}. A goal of the BPFT is to develop an educational component to enhance the development of health-related fitness in youngsters with disability\textsuperscript{26}. The populations in this project targeted including youth with intellectual disability, spinal cord injury, cerebral palsy, blindness, congenital anomaly or amputation. This assessment also provides a process that can be used to assess the physical fitness of youngsters with other disabilities. This assessment was tested on thousands of young people with and without disabilities. Classification for children with cerebral palsy was in the ranges of C5-C8 classification system. All participants including those in the moderate and severe categories, ambulated independently and no one was in a wheelchair. The BPFT is valid and reliable for this population\textsuperscript{26}. Physical assistance was offered to children with severe disabilities in order to complete the assessments to the best of their abilities. Scores were only counted if the children participated in the tasks independently.
FFM and bone mineral density were measured with dual energy X-Ray absorptiometry (DEXA), one of the most accurate and well-established methods for direct body composition assessment in healthy children as well as bone mineral density assessment in children with autism spectrum disorders.

**Procedures**

Each surfing participant was paired with an adult instructor for one-on-one surfing instruction. These adult surf instructors were provided with training on: program goals, surfing as well as teaching skills, and the optimal learning style of each child in order to encourage the maximum progression and participation. The surf instruction consisted of a one-hour session, twice a week, for eight weeks; the children practiced surfing skills during these sessions. Each child was encouraged to progress from: 1) paddling, 2) balancing on a surfboard while sitting, laying, kneeling or standing, 3) catching a wave and riding it into shore in the prone, sitting, kneeling, or standing positions, and 4) paddling back out through the wave unassisted. The skills were first practiced in a large group, then each child and their surf instructor would practice their skills one-on-one beginning on land, and then in the ocean. The progression through the skills was based on each child’s individual learning pace and the goals set by the surf instructors. Wetsuits were designed and provided to all participants. The researchers found that using standard wetsuits for the children was difficult due to the size or shape of the children’s bodies. Several of the participant’s had an overweight and/or obese BMI, making the standard wetsuits entirely too long. The owner of the surf shop where we rented the equipment (wetsuits and surfboards) quickly realized this issue. In addition, wetsuits can be difficult to put on and take off because it typically involves squeezing the child’s body through the neck opening or a small space. The owner took measurements of our participants in the program and
worked with a wetsuit company to insert zippers on the legs, sleeves, front and back of the wetsuits for a minimal additional cost. This re-designed wetsuit fit the participants perfectly and not only accommodated atypical body types, but also aided in the ease of putting on and removing wetsuits after each session.

The children in the pool program had toys, such as noodles, beach balls, and watering cans to use in one hour of unstructured play. They were supervised for safety only and were not provided with formal instruction or swimming skills development. A practice day was used to familiarize the children with the fitness testing procedures. All procedures outlined in the Brockport Physical Fitness testing manual\textsuperscript{26} were employed.

**Statistical Analysis**

This study employs multiple dependent variables of physical fitness: pushups, curl-up, 20m Pacer and back saver sit and reach, which were measured twice before and after participating in the program. We also have limited body composition data on % fat mass, fat free mass and bone mineral density. First, we checked the normality assumption on those dependent variables. All variables, except sit and reach were not normally distributed, calling for nonparametric statistics to be used. For the first research question on improvements of physical fitness upon completion of an 8-week surf program, we employed Wilcoxon signed ranks test for paired samples. This is a nonparametric alternative to the paired samples t-test when the population cannot be assumed to be normally distributed\textsuperscript{33}. Analyses were done separately for surfing and unstructured pool program. For research question 2 that addressed differences between surf and pool programs, we used the Mann-Whitney U test, which is a nonparametric alternative to the independent samples t-test. It is nearly as efficient as the t-test on normal distributions\textsuperscript{33}. All analyses were done with IBM SPSS Version 25.
Results

Wilcoxon signed ranks tests show significant differences between pre- and post-measures with medium to large effect size for both groups (Table 3). For the surfing group, there were significant differences between pre- and post-measures for all dependent variables: $W$ (Wilcoxon test statistic)=$1484.0$, $Z$ (standardized test statistic)=$3.877$, $p<.001$, $r$ (effect size)=$0.477$ for curl-up, $W=1601.5$, $Z=3.816$, $p<.001$, $r=0.463$ for push-up, $W=1532.0$, $Z=4.221$, $p<.001$, $r=0.524$ for 20m pacer run, $W=1220.5$, $Z=3.501$, $p<.001$, $r=0.434$ for sit and reach – right, and $W=1220.5$, $Z=2.544$, $p<.05$, $r=0.316$ for sit and reach – left. That is, participants in the surfing group made significant improvements from pre- to post-intervention in core body strengths (curl-up), muscle endurance (isometric push-ups in seconds), flexibility (sit and reach) and aerobic functioning (20-m PACER laps). These differences had moderate to large effects according to Cohen’s (1988) classification of effect size which is 0.1 as small effect, 0.3 as moderate effect and 0.5 and above as large effect.

We also examined the differences between pre- and post-measures of body composition using DEXA (Table 3). There were significant changes with very large effect size in total % fat ($W=0.00$, $Z=-2.366$, $p<.01$, $r=.789$), Fat Free Mass ($W=44.00$, $Z=2.547$, $p<0.01$, $r=0.849$) and bone mineral density ($W=45.00$, $Z=2.675$, $p<0.05$, $r=0.892$) before and after participation in the surfing program (N=9). We acknowledge the limited generalizability of this small sample, however, these data provide supplementary evidence to support the findings of physiological improvements in the surfing group.

As for the unstructured pool group, we employed exact significance test as there were less than 25 participants. The main characteristic of exact methods is that statistical tests are based on exact probability statements that are valid for any sample size. Exact statistical methods
help avoid some of the unreasonable assumptions of traditional statistical methods. There were significant differences between pre- and post-measures on all variables: \( W=170.0, Z=2.495, p<.05, r=0.558 \) for curl-up, \( W=170.0, Z=3.021, p<.01, r=0.676 \) for push-up, \( W=190.0, Z=3.843, p<.001, r=0.859 \) for 20m pacer run, \( W=150.0, Z=2.835, p<.01, r=0.668 \) for sit and reach – right, and \( W=141.5, Z=2.465, p<.05, r=0.581 \) for sit and reach – left. It appears that participants in both groups made significant improvement after participating in the 8-week programs (Table 3).

Mann-Whitney U tests were used to examine the differences between the surf and pool groups on various fitness measures (Table 4). This test is used to determine whether two independent samples were selected from populations having the same distribution when the normality assumption is not met. There were no significant differences between the surfing and the pool groups on any of the fitness measures.

Our analyses indicate that both the surfing group and the unstructured pool-play group made significant improvements in physical fitness after an 8-week program. In addition, the surf group showed significant changes in body composition and bone-mineral density over the 8-week surfing intervention.

**Discussion**

The purpose of this study was to explore the physiological effectiveness of a surfing intervention for children with disabilities, and to fill in some of the gaps in the literature. We compared pre- and post-measures for both the surfing and unstructured pool-play groups individually and against each other. Our hypotheses were only partially supported. These results indicated that the surfing participants improved in the various components of physical fitness as well as in measures of body composition. There were significant improvements in the surf group in: upper-body strength, core strength, lower body flexibility and cardiorespiratory endurance,
bone mineral density, fat free mass as well as a significant reduction in total percent body fat. However these findings need to be interpreted with caution as participants in the pool group also showed significant improvements in their physical fitness. This may be explained by an examination of Metabolic Equivalents [METs] used during surfing and unstructured pool play. METs are a well-established method of determining intensity\(^36\) (low, moderate, vigorous) of physical activity by quantifying how much energy is expended during the activity. In adults surfing\(^37\) is estimated to expend between 3.0 - 5.0 METs (moderate intensity) and general swimming\(^37\) is estimated to expend between 3.5 - 6.0 METs (moderate intensity), indicating that both are comparable moderate intensity activities in adults. In children swimming at a self-selected pace\(^38\) is estimated to expend between 8.6 - 9.5 METs (vigorous intensity) for children between the ages of 6-18 years. This may be why both the pool group and the surf group showed comparable improvements in physical fitness measures.

The improvements that we report in physical fitness in the surfing group suggest that this is another activity that can be added to the repertoire of effective adapted aquatic programs. These improvements (surf group) could be attributed to carrying the surfboard, use of the core and stabilizer muscles to balance on the surfboard, and the repetitive arm motion needed to paddle out through the break and to catch a wave. We found a substantial increase in core body muscle endurance as assessed with the curl-up test in the surfing but not the unstructured pool playgroup. These improvements are likely due to moving from the prone to the push-up position to the upright stance position (also known as the “pop up” in surfing). Past research indicates that one of the most important benefits of surfing was the increase in cardiorespiratory endurance and our results are consistent with the literature. Past research also indicates that children with disabilities have low levels of cardiorespiratory endurance when compared with their abled-
bodied peers\textsuperscript{4,9,39}. Surfing is a highly aerobic activity\textsuperscript{21} that brings about significant improvements in cardiorespiratory endurance\textsuperscript{7,8} after a 14-week aquatic aerobic exercise intervention. The significant improvements in body composition as evidenced by reductions in total \% body fat and increases in fat free mass and bone mineral density indicates that surf therapy can be considered a valid approach to reduce the prevalence of childhood obesity.

This study compared the physical fitness of children in a surfing program to children in an unstructured aquatic program. One of the limitations of this study is that this study does not compare the surfing program with a sedentary control group. In the future, it would be beneficial to do a randomized experimental study with a sedentary control group in order to better understand the effects of surfing as an adapted program for children with disabilities. In addition, the sample used in this study was too small to capture the significant differences between surfing and pool playgroups. Power analysis using G*Power\textsuperscript{40} indicates the total size of 91 is not large enough for a between-group comparison. Actual effect size for between-group differences was found to be less than 0.15 (Table 4). In order to detect such a small effect for Mann-Whitney test, the desired sample size is over 2000 with $\alpha=.05$ and $\text{power}=.80$. It appears that the small between-group differences are partly due to the fact that the pool playgroup may not have functioned as the optional comparison group as participants were not entirely sedentary and participated in some vigorous intensity\textsuperscript{37} aquatic activities. To determine larger between-group differences ($r=0.5$), a sample of 190 participants (150 in the surf therapy group, 40 in the pool group) is needed with a power = 0.8 and $\alpha=.05$. The results for within-group analysis are promising as it shows significant improvements in upper-body strength, core strength, flexibility, cardiorespiratory endurance and body composition after engaging in the 8-week program for both the surfing and pool therapy groups. The sample used in this study is powerful enough to
detect within group differences for pre- and post-measures using Wilcoxon signed rank tests. The desired sample to detect large within-group differences in performance was found to be 35 \( (r=0.5) \) and the desired sample to detect medium within-group differences in performance was found to be 94 \( (r=0.3) \), with power = 0.8 and \( \alpha=.05 \). Finally, lack of a follow-up measure is also a limitation of the study. Future studies in this area would benefit from a follow-up measure.

Anecdotally, our researchers, surf instructors, and parents reported numerous positive outcomes. They observed increased self-confidence, gains in social development, and decreased anxiety in the children. Some of these improvements included increased verbalization, excitement and motivation about physical activity, and improvements in surfing skills. Several outcomes of the program were also reported to carry over into other areas of the participants’ lives including: increased participation and improved performance in other physical activities such as adapted physical education classes, the Special Olympics and Unified Sports. This aligns with previous findings on parent and caregiver reported benefits of surf therapy. It is recommended that future research examine these reported improvements formally\(^{17}\).

**Conclusions**

The results of this study indicate that a surfing intervention is feasible, as well as beneficial to the physical fitness of children with disabilities. Based on the fitness testing and feedback from participants and parents, it appears that a surfing intervention can be effective in improving the lives of children with disabilities. We had no untoward events occur and therefore health and physical education departments might consider incorporating surfing into their curriculum as a way to provide variety.
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